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Instructional Design Theory:

Advancements from Cognitive Science and InStructional Technology

Scientific advancements in cognitive science and instructional teChnology

suggest significant dhanges in methods of curricular and instructional design

which will strongly affect educational practice. These advancements ektend

the predominately applied tehaviorally-oriented learning parad-of

instructional design and management. In this article I will discuss three

major areas in which cognitive science and instructional technology are

affecting instructional design (ID) theory. These are: (a) the analysis of the

information-to-be-learned; (b) the means of evaluating learners; and, (c) the

linkage of learning theory to instructional prescwirtions.

Analysis of Information-to-be-Iearned

An important component of ID rodels is the analysis of the information-to-

be-learned. TWo basic types of analyses include: (a) a content analysis, that

focuses on defining the critical features of the information and the

relationship of those features according to superordinate and subordinate

organizations; and (b) a task analysis, that focuses on a hierarchial

organization of the information based on prerequisites. Both of these

analyses identify the external structue of the informitim but do so

independent of how it might actually be stored in human =wry. !bower,

research in cognitive psychology on human memory suggests that the internal

organization oV information in a knowledge base is Insed more on employment

needs than by attribute or hierarchial associations. Tnat is, the utility of

the knowledge base is attributed to its oryanization not the amount of

information. The implication of knowledge base organization is the need for a
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further analysis of the information to better understand the possible internal

.organization.ot the information.. Better organization in memory may also imply

better accessibil#7Within the knowledge base for such higher order cognitive

activities as problem solving and creativity.

To understand the nature of knowledge base organization, cognitive

psydhologist analysis prdblem complexity and the way individuals try ic6 solve

given problems. By analyzing problems, it is possible to identify the

concepts employed; and, by analyzing the solutions, it is possible to identify

the associations of those concepts within given pordblem situations. The

implication for ID is that the sequence of information fOr instruction Should_

be based in part on internal associations as well as external structures. The

assumption is that because external structures are independent of employment

needs, an analysis of possible internal associatimmwOull improve the initial

organization of the new information.

In addition to the analyzing of problems and solutions, is the issue of

problem context. For example, expert systems residewithin.the constraints of

a specific context: Tnat is, they can solve problems only associatedwith

that given context. Likewise, research in cognitive psychology.shows that

individuals can solve complex-xdblems only if they poses the necessary

contextual knowledge (i.e., knowledge of when and why). For example, the

cLdective in learning to play chess is the learning of problem solving

strategies within the context of both the given game and the current move:

not justhow the various chess pieces veva (i.e., procedural knowledge).

Thus, the key to both effective acquisition and employment of knowledge is the

organization ct the information according to contextual applications.

611.
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The change for contentitalkamalysis stmested by cognitive science is the

method of information analysis. In addition to the conventional content and

task analyses, a context analysis is proposed if the goal of the instruction

inclules solving complex-problems. Basic steps for a context analysis are as

-Define the context for the employment of the knowledge.

-Deline the complex-problems associated with the context.

'Analysis solutions to iderlitifyconcetts employed.

-Cluster the concepts according to employment.

-Organize the clusters into an associative network.

Analyzing problems within a context and then identifying the concepts and

their employment organization provides a means for sequencing the instruction

to improve higher order cognition. In other words, the sequence of the

instruction is based on the objective of improving employment of knowledge in

addition to Improvements in acquisition.

Learner Evaluation

A secondmajor area being affected by cognitive psychology is 32arner

evaluation. In the behavioral paradigm, evaluation focuses only on observdble

student:performance utile, in contrast, evaluation in the cognitive paradigm

takes on diagnostic fUnctions. Evaluation is therefore more than checking

attainment of behavioral Objectives but, more importantly, a concurrent element

of learning. Fbr example, diagnosing learner needs during inebrudtionhas

been a primary focus of empirical reSearch that my colleagues and I have been

working on for the past two decades. CA review of this program of researdh in
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adaptive instruction is found in Tennyson and airistensen [1988) and Tennyson

and Park [19S7]) .

Mich of the experimental programmim efforts in intelligent computer-

assisted instniction (ICAI) centers on techniques to identify -mistakes and

errors in solving problems (Dehn & Schank, 1982) . Although -not adaptive:in

preventing learning problems, =a programs are advancing the concept of

finding possible problem and trying to help the student by prescribing

specific instruction.

In the field of measurement, contemporary research is with design of

instruments that measure inference making within meaningful contexts. The

implication for instructional design is the construction of tests that

evaluation problem solving within complex-context situations: Situations that

go beyond the usual limited scope of measuring only right, and wrong responses.'

The implications for instructional design are in the cognitive paradigm

concepts of (a) diagnosis of .learning need during instruction and (b) measures

of achievement within the context of meaningful and complex tuations. That

is, can the learner deal successfully with the type of problems requiring

knowledge of when and why as well as }awing that and haw.

Integrated Instructional Design Model

In this section / present a third area of cognitive psychology and

instructional technology influences on ID theory: The development of an

instructional design rcdel that focuses on the planning of a learning

environtsnt so that students not only acquire kncmledge but also improve their

cognitive abilities to employ =I extend their knowledge. In Figure 1, I

present an instructional design model that shows the direct integration of

6
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cognitive learning tLearywithprescribei instrixtional strategies. In

addition to the direct linkages between the various memory sysbams and

instructional strategies, I propose that 70% of formal, classroom learning

ti n. use instructional prescriptions that focus on employing and improving

knowledge. The major components of the ID model are: memory systems, learning

dbjectives, instructional time, and instructitzal prescTiptions. These are now

dismissed in turn.

Insert Figure 1 about here

Memory systems. The proposed ID model is directly associated to the

cognithreparadigm of learning. Accaplets discussion of this paradigm is

fould in Tennyson and BasCh (1988). Because the goals of the ID model include

both the acqpisition and the employment of knowledga, the memory systems

reference.the long-tena memory se,osystems of Storage and retrieval. The

storage system is composed of three basic forms of knowledge: Declarative

knowledge, knowing ',that" about the information; procedural knowledge, knowing

"hag" to use information; and, contextual knowlodgel knowing ognen and why" to

use given information. The retrieval systemIs composed of cognitive abilities

associated with the processes of recall, prdblem solving, and creativity.

Proposed in the Mandel (see Figure 1) is that there is a connection

between the five basic memory system4 and prescribed instructional strategies.

The purpose for including this component in the ID, model is twofold: First, to

establidh a direct link between instructional theory and learning theory: This

was done successfully-with the behavioral paradppidlere instructional

61 4
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strategies were designed following the conditions of that paradigm. :Must I

have attempted in this axticae to rake an assOciation between the' cognitive

paradigm and instructional strabagies. And, seoond, to indicate the relative

strengths of the instructional strategies in reference to the educational

goals of knowledge acquisition and employment. The focus ct the cognitive

paradigm is on both ct these educational gpals as ccntrastedtO htebehailicral

parad4nidlich only concerns itself with the ea:Ids:W=9ra. 'Within, the

proposed ID model, the learning objectives extend the macro level gtels so as

to tie directly with the memory systems comment.

Learning obdectives. The pzpose of cognitive-based learning 'objectives is

to further elaborate the curricular goals of knualeige acquisition and

employment. Objectives are important in the planning ct learning environments

because they provide the means of both allocating instructional time and

identifying specific instructional strategies. I define learning obdectives

as follows:

-Nerbal information. This ctdective deals with the learner acquiring an

awareness and understanding of the concepts, rules, and principles within

a specified domain ct information (i.e., declarative)om'dledge).

-Intellectual skills. This obiective involves the learner acquiring the

skill to correctly use the concepts, rules, and principles of a specified

domain of information (i.e., procedural knowledge).

-Contextual skUls. This obdective focuses on the learner's

acquisition of a knmledge base's organization and accessibility (i.e.,

contextual knowledge). The organization of a knoidedge base refers to

the schematic structure of the infornationwlhereas the accessibility

615



refers to the executive control strategies that provide the.reans

necessary to errploy the knowledge base in the service of recall, problem

solving, and creativity. Contextual kncwledge includes the criteria,

values, and appropriateness of a given domains schematic structure. Fbr.,

example, simply knowimhow to classify examples or knowing how to use a

rule (or principle).does not imply that the learner knows when anlidny to .

employ specific concepts or rules.

Ibis objective deals with both the development of

oognitive copplexity abilities and the improvement of domain specific

strategies of thinking. Must this category of learning objectives deals

with two important issues in education. First, the elaboration.of thinking'

strategies thatwill arm the students with increased domain specific

contextual knadledge. Second, the develcmant of the cognitive abilities

of differentiation and integration. Mese abilities provide the cognitive

tocls to effectively employ and improve the knowledge base; therefore, they

are integral to any educational gcal seeking to improve thinking

strategies.

-Creative Processes. This cbjective deals with the most elusive goal of

education: the development and inprovement of learner creative abilities.

I define creativity as a two fold ability: First, creatim knowledge

to solve a problem from the external environment; and, second, creating

the problem as well as the knowledge. Integral to the creatimof both

the problem and knadledge is the criteria by whiCh consistent judgment

can bemade. I define two forms of criteria as follows: The first is

criteria that are known and which can be applied with a high level of

616 9
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consistency. In contrast are criteria that are developed concurrently

with the problem anct/crkrtcwledge, and is consis)itteliarapplied across a

high level of productivity. Creativitycbjectives need to specify not

only the ability to develope and improve, but also the form of

criteria. Mat is, students should be informed of the criteria in the

fanner and, in the latter, the necessity to develop criteria.

Instructional time. A key factor in implementing the cognitive goals of

knowledge acquisition and employment is the allocation of learning tine by

defined objectives. For example, Tennyson and Pasch (1988) suggest that if

inprovenents in prcblem scaving and creativity are to occur, there needs to be

a significant change in had instructional time is allocated. They reccumend

that the conventional instructiónal time allocation for learning be altered so

that, instead of 70% of instruction aimed at the declarative and procedural

kncwledge levels of learning, 70% be devoted to learning and thinking

situations that involve aoquisition of contextual knowledge and development of

cognitive abilities.

Using Tennyson and Pasch's recommended figures on instructional time

allocation, I propose that learning time be divided between the two main

subsystems of long-time mearoty--storage and retrieval. Within the guidelines

illustrated in Figure 1, time it3 assigned according to the cognitive objectives

defined in the previous section. In the storage system, learning time is

allocated among the three memory systamsmaking up a knadledge base as

follads: declarative knowleige 10%; procedure knowledge 20%; and contextual

knowledge 25%. I am recommendingr that contextual krodedge learning tine be

about equal to the other two knowledge forms because of the necessity to both
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organize a knowledge base and develop accessibility. The value of 'a knadedqe

base is primarily in the functionality of its: organizatim and' acaessibility. .

Without a sufficient base of =textual knondedge, *the opportunity for

employment, Altura elaborations, and extension of the knowledge base is

severely limited.
A.

For the knowledge acquisition goal, the focus of learning time allocation

is on contextual knowledge, and away from the usual Practice of heavy emphasis

on amount of information. I am assuming that declarative and procedural

knowledge acquisition is an interactive process that is improved when euploying

the knowledge base in the service of higher-order thinking situations. (Le.,

problem solving and creativity). Time allocated for declarative and procedural

knowledge focuses on establishing an initial base of necessary knowledge that

can be used within a context of a problem situation. That is, learning time

should include the opportunity for 1the learner to gain experience in euploYing

the knadedge.

The learning times presented in Figure I do not imply a linear sequence of

knadedge acquisition going frau declarative to contextual. Rather, they

represent total amcunts in an iterative learning environment where learners

are continuously aoquirinq each form of knowledge. For example, students may

engage in contextual knadledge aopisition prior to declarative knowledge

acquisition if they currently have sufficient background,knowledge (i.e., a

discovery method of instruction as contrasted to a structured method).

r

7,0=i_oxl_pgmrizts. The purpose of the prcpceed ID model is the

direct linkage of instructional strategies to specific memory system

caaponents. Also, instead of prescribing a given strategy of instruction for
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all forms of learning, I have identtfiedgeneral categories of strategies,

each composed of variables and conditions that oan be nanipulated accordina to

given instructional situations.

The five instructional strategy categoriesrare as follows:

Expository strategies. This catepryrepresents those instruction&

variables designed to provide an environment for learning ct declarative

knowledge (see Figure 1). The basic instructional variables provide a context

for the to-be-learned information. That is, the concept of advance coganizers

is extended kypresenting a meaningful context for the information as well as

a mental framework of the given domains abstract structune. In addition to

providing a context for the information, meaning can be further enhanced by

adapting the oontext to individual student background knawledge (Ross, 1983).

Me context establishes not only the initial organization of the domain

but, also, introduces both the "utir of the theoretical nature of the

information and the "when" of the criterion nature of the damains standards,

values, and appropriateness. Personalizingr the context to student background

kmaledge improves understanding of the information by connecting, within

working memory, knowledge that is easily retrieved. Thus, the new knowledge

becomes directly linked or associated with existing schemas.

Following the contextual introduction of the information, additional

expository instructional variables present the ideas, concepts, principles,

rules, facts, etc. in forms that extend existing)olowledge and that aid in

establishing new knowledge. These variables include:

-Label. Although a simple variable, it is oftennemasary to elaborate

619
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on a label's origin so that the sthdent is just not trying to remorize a

nonsense word.

-Definition. The purpose of a definition is to link up the new

informatiaawith existingkrowledge in lorq-term memory; otherwise:the

definition nay convey no meaning. That is, the student shouldlexm the

critical attributes of the concept. lb fUrther improve understanding of

the new information, definitions may, in addition topresentation of the

critical attributes (i.e., prerequisite knadedge) include information

linked to the student's background knowledge.

-Best Example. To help students establish clear abstracts ct a domain's

concepts, an initial example should represent an easy comprehension ct

the given concept (or rule, principae, ideae etc.). Additional

expository examples will enhance the depth of understmling.

-Expository Examples. Additional examples should provide inoreasingy

divergent applications ct the information; perhaps also in alternative

contexts).

-Worked Examples. This variable prcvides an expository environnent in

which the information is presented to the student in statement forms that

elaborate application. Tne purpose is to help the student in becoming

aware ct the application of the informattonigithin the given context(s).

Far example, to learn a rathematical operation, the student mn be

presented the steps of the process in an expository prdolem

concurrently, presenting explanations for eadh step. In this way, the

student may more clearly understand the Procedtrces ct the mathematical

Gao
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operation without developing possible misconceptions or

overgeneralizations.

Practice strategies. This category dt instructional presaotions

contains a rich varic4 of variables and conditions which can be desigtied into

nwerous strategies to improve learnim of procedural knowledge. Thiw:%

category is labelled practice, because the objective is to learn hcmi, to use

knowledge correctly; therefore, it requires constant interaction 'between

student learning (e.g., problem solving) and instructional system monitOring.

Practice strategies should attempt to create an environment in which (a) the

student learns to apply knowledge to previously unencountered situations while

(b) the instructional system carefully monitors the student's performance so

as to both prevent and correct possible misconceptions of procedural krrroledge.

The basic instructional variable in this strategy is the presentation of

problems that have not been previously encountered (see Tennyson &

Cocchiarella, 1986, for a complete review of variables in this category) .

Other variables include means for evaluation of learner respmees

pattern recognition), advisement (or coaching) elaboration of basic

information (e.g., text density, )orrison et al., 1988), format of information,

number of pmoblems, use of expository information, error analysis, arxi

refreshment and mediation of prerequisite information.

.Ei_mmoders. In the proposed ID model (Figure 1),

propose that 25% of the instructional time be allocated to the aCquisition of

contextual knoidedge. A proposed ins -tructional strategy for this category

uses .prcblem-oriented simulation techniques. Me purpose of simulations is to

improve the organization and accessibility of intonation within a lartdledge

_
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base by presenting problems that reqUire the student to search,thrOugh

memory to locate and retrieve the appropriate Xnailedge, to PropCse

Within this context, the siimilation is. a'Problem rather than an Sipository

demonstration of sane situation or pheharderlon.

Problem-oriented sirmilations present danain specific problem situations th

iwprove the organization and accessibility of information within the,knowl

base. Basically, the strategy focuses on the sthdents trying to ude their
.

declarative and procedural knowledge in salving danain-specific prdaletii.

Prablen-oriented simulationi present problem situation*s that rewire the

student to (a) analyze the problem, (b) work out a conceptualization of the

problem, (c) define specific goals for coping with the problem, and (d)

propose a solution or decision. Unlike problems in the practice strategies

that foals an acquiring procedural knowledge, problent-oriented simlations

present situations that require employment of the domain's procedural

knowledge. Thus, the student is in a problem solving situation that requires

establishing connections and associations among the facts, concepts, rules,

and principles of specific domains of information.

.2ex-dynamic strategies. Enployment of the knowledge base in the

service of recall, problem solving and creativity is the second major

educational goal of learning environments. In contrast to instructional

systems that use danain-iixlependent thinking skills development, this

instructional strategy cittegory propises the presentation of. dcstain-specific

situations that aliaq learners to' develop their titinkini processes ithiie

eiploying the domain knowledge stored in their min memory systems. As such,

canplex-dynamic simulations extend the fonnat of the problem-oriented

622
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simulations by use of an iterative format that not only shads the consequences

of decisions but also updates the situational conditions and peoceeds to make

the next iteraticrnmore complex. That is, the situation is longitudinal,

allowing for increasing difficulty as well as providing additions, deletions,

and changes in variables and conditions. In sophisticated =Rolex-dynamic

simulations these alterations and changes are done according to individual

differences (Bretter, 1987).

The main features of complex-dynamic simulations are: (a) present the

initial variables and conditions of the situation; (13) assess the learner's

proposed solution; and (c) establish the next iteration of the variables and

conditions based on the cumulative efforts of the learner (Breuer & RUmmer, in

press).

In summary, complex-dynamic strategies should be designed to provide a

learning environment in which learners develop and improve higher-order

thinking processes by engaging in situations that require the employment of

their knowledge base in the service of problem solving.

geafsces. The creative process is a cognitive ability

that seemingly can be improved by learners who engage in activities requiring

novel and valuable outcomes. That is, the creative process can be improved by

instructiorlal methods that allow students the opportunity to create knowledge

within the context of a given domain. Instructional programs that provide an

environment for easy manipulation of new information increase the learning

time available for such activities.

Canputer-based software programs provide environments for self-directed

learning experiences that nay improve the creative process within aiven

623
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&mains. Thor example, word processing programs have been shown to'improve

writing skills because of the ease in correcting ani it:busting text stricture

(lawler, 1985; Zvacek, 1988) . Computer-based simulations have also shotet that

the creative process can be improved when staidents can both Continually see

the outcanes of their decisions while understanding the predictability *of

their decisions (Rasch, 1988).

Me creative process is a cognitive ability that apparently can be

itnproved with use within a domain and oinpxter-based software programs seem to

provide the type of environment which can enhance instructional methods for

such impmvements. Because of the time necessary for participating in creative

activities, educators should provide sufficient learning tire for such

developnent (Tennyson, 1988) . Computer software prtgrams that aredatiain

specific enhance the cost-effectiveness of instruct3--na1 strategies aimed at

the improvement of creativity.

The key instructional attribute for this category is an environment that

allow students to werience the creative procese at that given raiment.

Carpiter software programs that are domain specific and provide for self-

directed learning seem to offer eicellent instructional strategies for mating

goals of a curricultm that erchasizes higher-level thinking strategies.

Althotrfii, we have focused on compxter-based software in this instructional

category, there are of course other possible instructional means for students

improving their creative icocesses.

Conclusion

The purpose of this article was to discuss several areas in which recent

advancements in cognitive psychology and educational technology may affect

624
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instructimal design theory. The first two areas, information analysis and

learner evaluation, proposed extensions to current methods of instructional

development. Information analysis proposes anacklitional analysis of the

information based upon ccuplex-problers associated with a given conteXt.

Whereas, a ccmventional content/toO: analysis identify the attributes of the

information, the context analysis identifies the schematic organization ofthe..

information. The schematic organization improves the service of the knowledge

base for higher level employment situations (i.e., prdblem solving and

creativity).

The effect of cognitive psychology on learner evaluation deals with two

fundamental aspects of evaluation. First, when do it and, second, what to

measure. For the former aspect of when, it is proposed that evaluation be of

a diagnostic nature, cocurrim during learning. Uagnosing learning need

while learnimwould improve the instructional prescription. That is, the

instructional program would be adjusting to current individual needs and

differences. For the latter aspect, the focus of evaluation would be on

higher order intaromvemakimbothwithin specific domains and cognitive

abilities.

The third area proposed the framework for an ID model that directly links

cognitive learnirq theory with specific instructional strategies. I also

proposed that learning time be allocated according to the educational goals of

knadledge acquisition and employment. Given the assumption that learners can

elaborate and extenf, their knowledge base during employment, instructional

time was shifted tram the traditional allocation of 70% for acquisition to 70%

far improvements in employment. %his reallocation of instructimal time does

625
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not reduce the bportance of content, but places more of the burden of

acquisition on the learner. Rather than acquisition of knowledge in nonsense

isolation, it is proposed that learners acquire knowledge within meaningful

situations. Unfortunately, research in instructional theory has focused on

strategies associated with declarative and procedural knowledge with minimal

empirical work for strategies associated with contextual knowledge and

cognitive abilities. Educational technology should provide the means by which

cognitive psychology can be applied to improvements in learning. That is, the

behavioral paradigm was implemented by means of educational technology, I see

the same thing happening for cognitive psychology.

-Ma...4ma
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